Virtual Games and Activities
Virtual Games (BSA National Virtual Camp Webinar)
Minute to Win It
Instagram Scavenger Hunt
“Psych” (app)
Fortunately, Unfortunately (storytelling)
To the Moon
I’m Making a Spiderweb
Lifeline Biography
Online Board Games Link
Karaoke
Paper Airplanes
Split Decision (points for predicting group voting)
Astronauts in Trouble (solve problem w/house item)
Map Reading

Kahoot Style Games
Trivia
This or That Virtual Style (which option is preferred)
Green Glass Door (find pattern in verbal statements)
Dice Breakers (Roll die. Answer question: Fav. Food)
Favorite Things
Virtual Icebreaker
Skits / Act Out Stories
Count to 10 Virtual Style
Monkey See Monkey Zoom (charade-pictionary)
Zoom Spot (spot change to room)
Dance-Off
#Zoom Jam (games resource)

Game Links:
Split Decision:
https://zoomjam.org/?p=401#:~:text=Split%20Decision%20is%20a%20fast,group%20perspective%20on%20ch
allenging%20questions.&text=Players%3A%204%2B%20(The%20more%2C%20the%20merrier.)&text=Players%
20decide%20how%20many%20rounds%20they%20wish%20to%20play.
Astronauts in Trouble:
https://zoomjam.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Astronauts-in-Trouble4892b7b6e7099be88c232ddb9cc38057.pdf
Green Glass Door:
https://icebreakerideas.com/green-glass-door-gameriddle/#:~:text=The%20game%20requires%20at%20least,the%20object%20of%20the%20game.
Monkey See Monkey Zoom:
https://zoomjam.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/ZOOMJAM-MONKEY-SEE-MONKEY-ZOOM-FINAL4892b7b6e7099be88c232ddb9cc38057.pdf

Old Favorites
Scavenger Hunt
Show & Tell
Charades
Simon Says
I Spy
Kim’s Game
20 Questions
Hangman (snowman)
2 Truths and a Lie
Name that Tune
Pictionary

Mad Libs
Jeopardy
Cootie (die, pencil & paper)
Yahtzee (5 dice, score sheet, pencil)
Memory/Concentration (numbered board for card pairs or numbered cups to hide pairs of objects)

Quiet Games From the 2001 How To Book section 3, p. 36-38. (Quiet Games without Equipment).
http://cubsource.org/trng/HowTo.pdf
Maybe den leader holds up name of kid whose turn it is for Bird, Beast, Fish; Rhyming Words; etc.
Above & Below: Scouts stand when something above ground is named; they squat or sit when
something below ground is named.
Bird, Beast, or Fish (take turns naming animal in category).
Detectives: group chooses item for detective to find when s/he comes back into room. The detective
asks questions to figure out what it is.
Gardening: entire team scores points when players touch the right body part associated with the veggie
that is called out. Example: turnip = elbow; tomato = nose.
Look Sharp: identify changes person makes in their appearance.
Reverse: leader calls out actions, like rub your tummy with your left hand and pat your head with your
right hand. Sometime while calling out instructions, the leader says “reverse”. Players reverse
their actions (rub tummy with right hand and pat head with left hand.)
Rhyming Words: players name words that rhyme with the starting word.

Other Quiet Games
Paper Plate Pictionary Scene: Scouts put paper plate on top of their head. Using a marker, they
draw the scene while the leader describes it. From Patrick Montemerlo.
Guess Who/What: Patrick Montemerlo had Scouts dress in costumes. They took turns guessing
who everyone was. Word strip board with postcards or pictures.
Word Associations: Players say 5 items related to topic. Other players guess what the topic is.
Need to define rules and time limit. One word or multiple word clues? Words that are subset
of topic title not allowed. (Example: if the topic is “swimming”, the word “swim” is not
allowed.) From Patrick Montemerlo.
Word Chain: Choose a category. Players say words in the category. The last letter of the word
is used as the first letter of the next word. Example: nature category: Owl – lightning –
growth – heather -- racoon, etc.
Best clean knock-knock joke, other joke or riddle. Kids share favorites.
I Spy Commercial Card Game: lay out cards; try to find similarities between them. (May also be called
Bop It)
Cooperative Board Games

Other Virtual Activities
Pinewood or Space Derby; Rain Gutter Regatta. Video live feed. Or pre-recorded with soundtrack.
STEM demonstrations: dry ice
Magician

Cooking: drop off supplies or provide shopping list. Email recipe. Banana Boats, Nachos, English
Muffin Pizzas, Cookies, Candy Sushi (rice crispy treat, fruit roll up, Swedish fish). S’mores:
have families share fun variations on traditional s’mores. Be mindful of food allergies and
sensitivities. Try to use items families will already have on hand to reduce shopping.

